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Real bout fatal fury special xbox 360

1997 fighting game by SNK This article needs additional quotes for verification. Help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unmapped material can be questioned and removed. Find Sources: Real Bout Fatal Fury Special – News · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April 2017) (Learn how and when to delete this
template message) Real Bout Fatal Fury SpecialDeveloper(s)SNKGaibrain (GB)Yumekobo (PS)Publisher(s) SNK Takara (GB)SNK Playmore (PSN)D4 Enterprise (VC)HAMSTER Corporation (PS4/NS/Xbox One) Producer(s)Hiroshi MatsumotoSeigo ItoTakashi NishiyamaDesigner(s)Takahisa YariyamaTakashi
TsukamotoProgrammer(s)Naoyan ApchibaArtist(s)N. KurokiTakehiro IsajiY. AshizawaComposer(s)Akihiro UchidaKazuhiro NishidaKyoko NakaSeriesFatal FuryPlatform(s) Arcade Game Boy, Neo Geo AES, Neo Geo CD, Nintendo Switch, PlayStation, PlayStation 4, PlayStation Network, Sega Saturn, Virtual Console, Xbox One Release
1997 ArcadeWW: 28 January 1997 Neo Geo AESWW: 28 February 1997 Neo Geo CDWW: 30 March 1997 SaturnJP: 23 December 199 7 Game BoyjP: 27 March 1998 PlayStationJP: 25 June 1998 PlayStation Networkas: 13 July 2007 Virtual ConsoleJP: 28 February 2012NA: 9 August 2012PAL: 6 September 2012 PlayStation 4AS: 14
December 201 7NA: 14 December 20 17PAL: January 5, 2018 Xbox OneWW: December 14, 2017 Nintendo SwitchWW: April 19, 2018 Genre(s)FightingMode(s) Multiplayer Arcade System For Single PlayerNeo Geo MVS Real Bout Fatal Fury Special[a] is a 1997 fighting game released by SNK for the Neo Geo platform. It is the sixth
installment in the Fatal Fury series and the second game in the Real Bout sub-series, after the original Real Bout Fatal Fury. The Real Bout Fatal Fury Special has all the new graphics and returns to the two-level plane system from Fatal Fury 2. The game was later included in Fatal Fury Battle Archives Vol. 2, a compilation released for
the PlayStation 2. In March 2017, this compilation was re-released in PlayStation Store on PlayStation 4. [1] Gameplay Gameplay screenshot show off a match between Terry Bogard and Blue Mary. This section needs expansion. You can help by adding it. (April 2020) Although gameplay is two-dimensional, characters can move between
two different planes during combat. [2] Breaking an opponent through one of the barriers on either side of a stage makes them stunned. [2] Characters This section needs expansion. You can help by adding it. (April 2020) The game retains the cast of the original Real Bout, with the addition of Tung Fu Rue, Cheng Sinzan, Laurence
Blood, and Wolfgang Krauser from fatal fury special, with Krauser as the new final boss. Geese Howard, who was canonically killed off in his own KOF tournament during the previous game, appears in this game as a hidden final boss in a special Nightmare Match and as an unlockable playable character in the home versions, Geese's
live appearance is due to its own from the original Real Bout where it takes after he reigns victorious in his own tournament. The game also features hidden extra versions of Andy Bogard, Billy Kane, Blue Mary, and Tung Fu Rue for a total of 23 characters (24 if counting Geese). Development This section needs expansion. You can help
by adding it. (April 2020) Release This section needs expansion. You can help by adding it. (April 2020) The game was ported to the Neo-Geo CD with several add-ons such as a Versus mode and a blue mary music video that will be shown to the player after completing arcade mode after following the credits. This port also saw a release
for the Sega Saturn, using the 1MB RAM cartridge expansion of the system to retain sprite animations. A port of Real Bout Special titled Real Bout Fatal Fury Special: Dominated Mind was released on PlayStation in 1998 only in Japan, which adds Alfred Airhawk from Real Bout Fatal Fury 2 (which had been released a few months before
on Neo Geo) as a playable character, and features a brand new boss character named White (modeled after the character Alexander Alex DeLarge from A Clockwork Orange). This port adds animated videos for the game's intro and character endings. These cut scenes were produced by Sunrise. The story of this version revolves around
White's brainwashing of Billy Kane and tried to take over Southtown's underworld in the power vacuum left by Geese Howard's death in the original Real Bout. In this version, Geese sports a halo over his head, a reference to his passing in the original Real Bout. Dominated Mind also features new moves, hidden unlockable super moves,
super cancelling (known in the game as Final Impacts), and removed the two line combat system from the game. The extra versions of Andy, Billy, Mary and Tung are removed. The Game Boy version, titled Nettou Real Bout Garou Densetsu Special (中中ン餓狼special), was released only in Japan on March 27, 1998, with simplified
graphics and two-button games. This version features only 12 playable characters: a roster consisting of Terry, Andy, Joe, Mai, Blue Mary, Duck King, Kim, Jin Chonrei, Billy, Yamazaki, Laurence, and Krauser. Geese Howard appears as a hidden character, as does Iori Yagami from The King of Fighters series. Reception This section
needs expansion. You can help by adding it. (April 2020) In Japan, Game Machine Real Bout listed Fatal Fury Special on their March 1, 1997 issue as the most successful arcade game of the year. [3] The game was a success in the arcades. [4] According to Famitsu, both aes and neo geo cd versions sold over 9,169 and 20,246 copies
respectively during their first week on the market. [5] Notes ^ Also known as The Real Bout Legend of the Hungry Wolf Special (Japanese: 中中ン餓狼Special, Hepburn: Rearu Bauto Garō Densetsu Special) in Japan. References ^ FATAL FURY™ BATTLE ARCHIVES VOL.2 PlayStation Store. Retrieved April 12, 2017. ^ a b Real Bout
Fatal Fury Special: The Furious Legend Continues.... Gaming Every month. No. 94. Ziff Davis. May 1997. p. 111. ^ Game Machine's Best Hit Games 25 - Video� Video (Video Game Software). Game Machine (in Japanese). No. 536. Entertainment Press, Inc. March 1, 1997. p. 37. ^ Real Bout Special. Sega Saturn Magazine. No. 19.
Emap International Limited. May 1997. p. 95. It's been out for quite a while now, but is still very good in arcade game charts. In third place, after VF3 and Virtual On, the vastly improved Real Bout Special continues to go from strength to strength. ^ Game Search. Game data library. Archived from the original on 2019-04-24. Retrieved
2020-11-01. External links Real Bout Fatal Fury Special on GameFAQs Real Bout Fatal Fury Special on Giant Bomb Real Bout Fatal Fury Special on Killer List of Videogames Real Bout Fatal Fury Special at MobyGames Retrieved from Share Japanese Covers, showing Terry, Andy, Mai, Joe, Billy, Mary, Laurence and Tung. Illustration
by Shinkiro SNK, D4 Enterprise (Wii Virtual Console), Hamster Corporation (PS4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch) SNK, D4 Enterprise, Hamster Corporation ArcadeJP January 28, 1997NA 1997Neo GeoINT February 28, 1997Neo-Geo CDJP March 30, 1997SEGA SaturnJP December 23, 1997Game BoyJP 27 March 1998PlayStation
NetworkJP 30 May 2007Wii Virtual ConsoleJP 28 February 2012NA August 9, 2012PAL September 6, 2012PlayStation 4INT December 14, 2017EU January 5, 2018NA January 8, 2018 2018Xbox OneWW December 14, 2017Nintendo SwitchWW April 19, 2018Neo Geo MiniLE December 3, 2018NEOGEO Arcade Stick ProJP July 16,



2020 Single Player Mode, multiplayer Sega SaturnSuitable for All Ages (Sega) Arcade, Neo Geo, Neo-Geo CD, Sega Saturn, Game Boy, PlayStation 2, PlayStation Network, Wii Virtual Console, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, Neo Geo Mini Real Bout Fatal Fury 2 : The Newcomers Real Bout Fatal Fury Special, released in
Japan as Real Bout Garou Densetsu Special (中中餓狼中ンン, Riaru Bauto Garō Densetsu Supesharu, Real Bout Legend of the Hungry Wolf Special) is a 1997 fighting game released by SNK for the neo-geo platform. It is the sixth installment in the Fatal Fury series and the second game in the Real Bout sub-series, after the original Real
Bout Fatal Fury. This game features all new graphics and returns to an improved two-level flat system similar to Fatal Fury 2. A gate to playstation was made and reworked Real Bout Garou Densetsu Special Dominated Mind. Story A translation of the official story is as follows: The stories of the legendary battle have been unfurled. Eyes
met on both sides and fists clashed. Ironically, fate took hold of the chaos and started another sublime development. Even if there doesn't seem to be any requests for that... Now the experienced fighters can reflect on their fights and wounds. What recognition were they looking for with their strength? Each of them is legends in their own
right. No one wants to adopt this struggle can change this fact. But no fight is ever perfect. These fights alone could not satisfy them ... Wings spread to the sky... United to decide who is superior, martial artists gather to refine themselves in battle. On stage known as the Real Bout Fatal Fury Special. Characters Nightmare Geese Shadow
Andy EX Blue Mary EX Billy EX Heavy Mid-Boss Bosses Wolfgang Krauser Nightmare Geese - in a Hidden Nightmare Match GameBoy Exclusive Character Stages USA Beach (Terry's / Blue Mary's / Duck's Stage 1 ) USA Beach (Terry's / Blue Mary's / Duck's Stage 1; U.S.A. Beach (Terry's/Blue Mary's/Duck's Stage 2)U.S.A. Beach
(Terry's/Blue Mary's/Duck's Stage 2; Broken)U.S.A. Beach (Terry/Blue Marys/Duck Stage 3)U.S.A. Beach (Terry/Blue Marys/Duck's Stage 3; Broken)Japan (Andy's/Mai's/Sokaku's Stage)Brazil (Joe's/Francos/Bob's Stage)South Korea (Kims/Chonshu's Stage)China (Tung's/Chonrei Stage)Hong Kong (Cheng's/Hon Fu's/Yamazaki's Stage
1)Hong Kong (Cheng's/Hon Fu's/Yamazaki's Stage 1; Broken)Hong Kong (Chengs/Hon Fus/Yamazakis stage 2)Hong Kong (Chengs/Hon Fus/Yamazakis stage 2; Broken)Hong Kong (Cheng's/Hon Fu's/Yamazaki's Stage 3)U.S.A. Studio (Billy's Stage 1)U.S.A. Studio (Billy's Stage 1; Broken)U.S.A. Studio (Billy's Stage 2)U.S.A. Studio
(Billy's Stage 2; Broken)Germany (Laurence's Stage 1)Germany (Laurence's Stage 1; Broken)Germany (Laurence's Stage 2)Germany (Laurence's Stage 2; Broken)Germany (Krauser's Stage)Geese Tower (Nightmare Geese's Stage)Add a photo to this gallery Note: When the fight overcomes the ends of the stages, the fighter breaks
some parts of the stages. This occurs when one of the fighters is shocked. Warning: The sight of certain stages can cause epilepsy. USA Beach — Terry, Mary &amp; Duck: A desert beach, next to a house. Can be seen surfboards, piers, a yatch, palm trees, sailboards and, in some rounds, a fat man sleeping in other yatch. Changes: In
the 1st round, day; in the 2nd round, sunset, from the 3rd round, night. Intro: the shinning sun descending to the point of the fight. Japan — Andy, Mai &amp; Sokaku: A bridge next to a temple. The fight takes on a piece of dry land under the bridge, in a night of full moon. Can be seen stone stairs and sakura trees. Changes: in the first two
rounds, night; from the 3rd round, day. Intro: sakura petals that fall. Brazil — Joe, Franco &amp; Bob: The Amazon Forest. The fight next takes a river, which can be seen a boat, a waterfall, trees, vegetation, a hut and a jaguar. Changes: in the 1st round, day and a rainbow; in the 2nd round, sunset; from the 3rd round, night. China —
Tung &amp; Chonrei: A cliff near a river. Can be seen bamboo, mountains, a panda, wooden beams, lumberjack objects and an oven. Changes: in the 1st round, day; in the 2nd round, sunset; from the 3rd round, night. Hong Kong — Cheng, Hon &amp; Yamazaki: The Central District. The fight takes off next to the train tracks. Can be
seen outdoors, a wooden structure a hair salon and eggs, pork and meat shops, except for people who cheer. Lirkilier to Pai Long's scene in AOF 2, and a similar version can be seen in KOF '98 UM. Changes: in the 1st round, day; in the 2nd round, sunset; from the 3rd round, night. Note: During the rounds, the bus change of color. South
Korea — Kim &amp; Chonshu: Changdeokgung Palace in Seoul. This place is used by Kim and his students for training. Can be seen them training or watching the fight. Also can be seen the flag of South Korea. Changes: in the 1st round, day; in the 2nd round, sunset; from the 3rd round; Winter. USA Studio — Billy: A music studio. Can
be seen musical instruments (including a drum with Billy's name), the Flag of England, clothes drying on improvised clotheslines (referring to his habit of liking clean clothes), candles, sound boxes, posters with the expression NO SMOKING and giant screens showing the host fighter and the word FIRE (one of his skills with the staff), in
addition to a hawk on the floor. Note: the only change at this stage is the color of the floor. Germany — Laurence &amp; Krauser: A new version of the Stroheim Castle. The fight takes in an outdoor balcony. Can be seen the castle, bushes, stairs and a symbol on the floor, in addition to another castle in the background. Laurence
struggles in the day version of the scene, and Krauser struggles in the night version. Changes: in the day version, ii the 1st round, day; in the 2nd round, sunset; from the 3rd round; the second castle disappears; In the night version, the forest becomes darker each round. Note: Today the version, in the left, can be seen a mural with a
stuffed bull head; in the night version, a pyrolite. Geese Tower: In this version of the famous scene, can be seen candles, statues of Asian and American cultures, pillars and Chinese lanterns. Associated with Nightmare Geese. Gallery Add a photo to this gallery External Links Real Bout Special page on Garou's 15th Anniversary Site
Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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